Danes Split Vacation Pair

Fall to Hartwick, Uproot Hamilton, 91-83; Cavanaugh Scores 36 in Season Finale

by Mike Plants

The University's women's basketball team was finding it tough to stay on top. Last Thursday, the Danettes split their final meet with Canisus (101, 20 points) and Hamilton (91, 83 points), each after leading early but trailing for most of the season here never having basketball team was fighting for its Division III NCAA Tournament bid, Hartwick (ranked number one in the country, including: Cornell, Albany, Hamilton, and Hamilton).

While most of the university population was ready to welcome winter weather, the Albany Danettes split their season on a high note. The Danettes split their final meet with Canisus (101, 20 points) and Hamilton (91, 83 points), each after leading early but trailing for most of the season here never having basketball team was fighting for its Division III NCAA Tournament bid, Hartwick (ranked number one in the country, including: Cornell, Albany, Hamilton, and Hamilton).
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A three-pointer by Albany guard was the deciding factor in the team's victory over Hamilton. The Danettes led 39-36 at halftime and extended their lead to 46-39 in the second half.

Hamilton center Barry Cavanaugh in the first half, but the Danettes took control in the second half. Albany led 11-7, but the Danettes went on a 10-0 run to take over.

In the second half, the Danettes went on a 13-2 run to take the lead for good. Albany led 46-39 at halftime and 59-51 at the end of the third quarter.
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School Records Stir Controversy

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — The state Education Department and the SUNY campus in Albany have agreed to settle a lawsuit over the release of student records.

The agreement was reached Thursday afternoon and is expected to end the legal battle between the two agencies.

The lawsuit was filed by former SUNY Albany student Richard Goldstein in 1975, alleging that the university was violating his privacy rights by releasing his academic records without his consent.

Under the terms of the settlement, the university will pay Goldstein $75,000 and agree to adopt new regulations to protect the confidentiality of student records.

The university also agreed to establish a new office to handle student records requests and to provide training for staff members.

The settlement is subject to approval by a federal judge.

— AP

Erratum

The AP regrets printing incorrectly that the Front-Page Headlines Anonymity was reference to a party in the New York Times for “Thursday morning” (14 Mar. 1976). It was actually “Thursday evening.”

According to The P.A.N., the political budget must have been in error because, despite President Ford’s announcement, the House Republicans did not meet the next day as scheduled.

The actual statement made by President Ford was: “This government has spent more money on welfare than any other government in history.”

Unfortunately, this statement was not accurate, as President Ford later admitted.
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CIA Indulges Foreign Officials

Fiscal Scalpel Slices SUNY

SUMMER JOBS
EARN $210.70 per week
Primary Requirements:
Free for entire summer
Out of state  (no car needed)
Independent person
Call for Interview at 438-460
**Transfers Need to Adjust Academically and Socially**

by Monique Puntorri

“Transfers can be a very frightening experience for incoming students, especially if you are transfering from one university to another,” said Terri Williams, coordinator for student services at SUNY Albany. “The transition to a new university can be overwhelming, especially for transfers who are new to the region.”

**Today! Express buses to rally at the指尖 of the minutes.**

**You'll like their style.**

**Be there!**

A dramatic change is at hand:

ArtCarved introduces the first fashion collection of women’s college rings. The world’s leading manufacturer of diamond and wedding rings now gives you in this tradition for its 1976 new jewelry collection, which features the woman who appreciates beautyful jewelry and the tradition of a college ring. If that means you, don’t miss the new ArtCarved rings. You’ll like their style.

**Follett’s SUNY Bookstore**

**RING DAY**

Tuesday, March 16 & Wednesday, March 17

Campus Center Lobby

College rings by ArtCarved

World famous for diamond and wedding rings

**Delving Into Past of Albany’s Irish**

by Martha McMillan-Basurto

The talk didn’t just end with Albany, they came, saw, and conquered.

“Compared to no exaggerations,” said William Rowley of the SUNY English department, “Back in my other school everyone loved the Irish...”
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Quality you can trust...

Texas Instruments electronic calculators. More math power for your money.

You need math power, no matter what your major. And TI proves more math power at your fingertips:

- **TI-1200** and TI-1250, real quality in low-cost scientifics with replaceable batteries.
- **TI-2550**—a versatile scientific with memory.
- **TI-1500**—great looks, great versatility. TI’s most powerful calculator...it’s rechargable.

Why TI calculators are quick and easy.

All TI calculators are designed around an algebraic entry system. This allows you to key in a problem just as you would state it...in the same natural manner in which you think. No system is easier to master.

Special functions keys include square root, square, reciprocal, raised a fractional number to a power, trigonometric functions and inverse, standard deviation, factorials, permutations, combinations, and 9 key memory locations. In short, a TI calculator makes the solution of even the most complicated problems easy.

Ideal for your college math courses, TI calculators are found in labs, classrooms and libraries from elementary to graduate level.

**TI-1200 and TI-1250**

The TI-1200 gives you performance par excellence. It has a standard scientific key layout, an automatic constant memory and can store up to 5000 data points. It is easy to use, powerful, and capable of handling a wide variety of problems.

**TI-2550**

A versatile scientific with memory. This eight-function, eight-digit portable adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, automatically subtracts 1 from the memory at power off, and stores up to 999 entries. A lighted alphanumeric display makes it easy to see. The TI-2550 is lightweight and portable and will be a welcome addition to your student life.

**TI-1500**

Great looks, great versatility. TI’s most powerful calculator...it’s rechargeable. A sturdy, portable unit that you can use anywhere. It’s powerful enough to handle the most complicated problems. It has a display that is easy to read and easy to use.

**TI-1620**

A versatile scientific with memory. This eight-function, eight-digit portable adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, automatically subtracts 1 from the memory at power off, and stores up to 999 entries. A lighted alphanumeric display makes it easy to see. The TI-2550 is lightweight and portable and will be a welcome addition to your student life.

**SR-50A and SR-51A**

Slide rule calculators. The SR-50A performs all classical slide-rule calculations—roots, powers, reciprocals, factorials, common and natural logarithms and their inverses—a whole class of advanced calculators impossible to fit into a calculator.

The SR-51A is the most advanced and the most powerful scientific calculator available. It includes all the features of the SR-50A plus additional scientific functions. It can perform all the classical slide rule calculations of the SR-50A plus the ability to do complex calculations in any of the 8 fields of science—chemistry, physics, engineering, astronomy, mathematics, statistics, algebra and calculus. It includes all the features of the SR-50A plus additional scientific functions. It can perform all the classical slide rule calculations of the SR-50A plus the ability to do complex calculations in any of the 8 fields of science—chemistry, physics, engineering, astronomy, mathematics, statistics, algebra and calculus.
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The SR-51A is the most advanced and the most powerful scientific calculator available. It includes all the features of the SR-50A plus additional scientific functions. It can perform all the classical slide rule calculations of the SR-50A plus the ability to do complex calculations in any of the 8 fields of science—chemistry, physics, engineering, astronomy, mathematics, statistics, algebra and calculus.
Man will be celebrated at the Wellington Hotel, Tues. Mar. 16, every Tues. from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. In the Mishna, Midrash, Chassidic and Jewish philosophy class is Home on Tues. Mar. 16. For info call Paula 7-7823 or Marcia 7-4682.

Help Deliver Purim baskets at the Daughters of Sarah Nursing Home against the appointment of Justice Stevens, Tues. Mar. 16, 2:10-4:15 p.m. in the DSH 119.

Attention MHC Students: the proficiency examination for the College Music Administration is scheduled for Wed. Mar. 17, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the Music 119. You must be in attendance. Parents are welcome. The exam will be administered by the music department and will assess your knowledge of music business, music industry, music education, and music administration.

Dinner, with Susan Sherman reading Susan Saxe's poetry and her own. Naomi Burns, BLA Grand Jury Resister, and the Albany Women's Prison Project.

Coffee 1:30-2:00 PM
Dinner with Susan Sherman reading Susan Saxe's poetry and her own.

At the B.C.M.—Mother's Day brunch on April 30.

Rim followed by discussion. Women-only, please.

Tues., Mar. 16, 8 p.m. In IC 13. Presented by IFG.

MCAT and DAT (Medical College Admission Test and Dental Admissions Test) are available from the Circle. Call by Tues: 462-5787.

April 30: Deadline is Mar. 19. All welcome at weekly staff meetings, Mon. 11:30 a.m., in LC-7.
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A recent recommendation that colleagues.

To the Editor:

Mr. Ten Eyck...

SUNY.

To the Editor:

The current campaign in China to criticize...

SUNY.

To the Editor:

Another...
TIME TO USE YOUR VOTE
All those registered with a political party prior to October 6, 1975 are eligible to vote in the
NEW YORK STATE PRIMARY
April 6, 1976

IT IS URGENT TO ACT PRIOR TO MARCH 20, 1976
This year the primaries are crucial, so please vote.

Sponsored by SA and NYPIRG
Founded by Student Tax

OFF-CAMPUS ASSOCIATION
INTEREST MEETINGS

Wednesday March 17
3:00 and 7:00
in OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT LOUNGE (past check cashing, next to billiards)

WE NEED PEOPLE
Interested in Albany area and how its services can be best used by students.
1. Transportation
2. Housing
3. Repair Shops
4. Off-Campus Information Desk

WE NEED PEOPLE
who are interested in what goes on outside the Ivory Towers.

For more info call Sandy: 435-1176 or 436-4306 or Michael: 435-9114

INFORMATION SESSION
with a representative from Albany's Bureau of
HOUSING CODE ENFORCEMENT
Wednesday, March 17, 11 am-1 pm
Patron Lounge, Campus Center

JACK FLASH IS COMING

What's In A Date?
by Robert M. Barrett
WASHINGTON, D.C. (Liberty Lobby News Service) - A year ago today, he was shot in the head. Today, he's alive and well in Albany, the Capitol of New York State, where he has worked for the last 12 years as a state trooper. The case is one of the most significant in the history of law enforcement in New York State. The defendant, a state trooper, is charged with murder in the second degree, a crime that carries a maximum sentence of 25 years to life in prison.

The trial is set to begin today in Albany Supreme Court. The state trooper is represented by two well-known attorneys, one of whom is a former prosecutor. The case is expected to last several months.

The trial is being held in a secure building next to the New York State Capitol. The defendant is granted a $5 million bail.

OFFICIAL STATEMENT
(issued by the New York State Department of Law Enforcement)

The defendant, who was arrested last year for the murder of a 15-year-old boy, was acquitted yesterday by a jury of his peers.

The defendant was charged with murder in the first degree, a crime that carries a maximum sentence of life imprisonment.

The jury deliberated for four hours before reaching its verdict.

The defendant was arrested after a four-day manhunt. He was captured on March 17, 1976, in the town of New York, where he had been hiding since the day of the murder.

The victim, a 15-year-old boy, was killed with a single gunshot wound to the head.

The case is one of the most significant in the history of law enforcement in New York State.
CASH COCKTAILS
WE DO NOT WANT YOUR MONEY...YET
DINNER SERVED
7
and then sacrifice. These three words are the world; from right here in Albany, with numerical value of 28. We have chosen this rope, to the hungry in Iran. But...
Booters Miss Playoff Spot; Keene State Wins Tourney

The Albany varsity soccer team stepped up its level of play for the class of '76 only!
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**Out of the Sandboxes**

**Thousands at the Capitol**

**1500 SUNYA Students March for Violence Denounced**

*Editorial*

Students at six State University schools are holding on-campus demonstration in protest of the state's budget cuts. Students have taken over administration buildings on Purchase, Fredonia, Canton, Potsdam, Plattsburgh and Cortland.

The Student Association supports the efforts of the students at these schools.

**Special**

**Demonstrations at Other State Schools**

**Student Association**

Our efforts to call attention to the state's budget cuts are not in vain. The people are getting tired of the status quo. Our education is being cut, our schools are being closed, and our future is being jeopardized.

**Thanks**

Student Association wishes to thank the students who have joined us in our march on March 18, 1976. We are grateful for your support and hope to see you again next year.

**Teleton Starts Tomorrow**

The Teleton starts this Friday with a schedule of 24-hour continuous playing.

---

**Sauers’ Streak Extended**

**Danes Post 12-11 Rollercoaster Record; Mark 21st Consecutive Winning Season**

by Mike Patmon

"We've never experienced anything like this," exclaimed Richard Sauers, "It's the best year we've ever had!" Sauers leads the Danes to their 12th consecutive winning season. "We've had two seasons of 13 wins and one of 12," he said. "But this..." Sauers continued. "This season has been the best of all. Our team is playing well together. We're playing as a unit. No matter who is swimming, we're all doing our best.

**Swimmers 7th in N.Y. State Meet**

The Albany State varsity swim team performed a great job and routine in matching speeds in season's best and sending the soundest season's best to the state's best. "We've been swimming as a team," said Sauers. "We're swimming well together. We're swimming as a unit. No matter who is swimming, we're all doing our best.

**Kuhn: Camps Open Soon**

by Ralph Bennett

"If we ever get over to the lake, we'll be surprised," said Richard Sauers. "We've never had a lake this big before." Sauers leads the Danes to their 12th consecutive winning season. "We've had two seasons of 13 wins and one of 12," he said. "But this..." Sauers continued. "This season has been the best of all. Our team is playing well together. We're playing as a unit. No matter who is swimming, we're all doing our best.

**With Honors**

Richard Sauers, Albany varsity basketball coach, drives and hits into two-pointer in last week's home game against Iroquois. Sauers, too, began to make his presence known on the court, as a unit. No matter who is swimming, we're all doing our best.
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**Thursday**

Movie/Cocktail "Droplets" LC 1, 4:00-6:00. 50c with tax card, $1.00 without.

Party: Live Music—Dick—Marchesa—Proceeds to Telethon

Meeting: Colonial Quad Board—Meeting in the commuters lounge at 4:00.

Meeting: Monday Meeting: Colonial Quad Board

7:00

Meeting: Jon Lafayette at 7-4042.

Meeting: Albany State Cinema Dinner May 16, 7:00 and 9:30

Movie: "Putney Swope" L J I at 7:15 and 9:45. 50c with tax, $1.00 without.

Meeting: JCI at Monroe Hall Cinema at 8:00. 50c with tax, $1.25 without.

Association—Interest meeting in the commuters lounge at 4:00.

Speaker: Phyllis Trlble

Live Music—Beer—Munchies—Proceeds to Telethon

WSUA Night: with tax card, $1.00 without.

8:00—

"Frisco No Disco" so rock on from the 60's & 70's. All your favorite wines dispensed from our decorative wine barrels. A complete line of soft pretzels 15c, ham & Swiss cheese torpedo 55c. All this, Thursday, March 18, 1976.
Students rushing up steps of the Capitol

SA Poll:
The following questions were asked of students during the last election. Results follow:

1) I prefer a system of plus/minus grading to our present system.
   - 716 students responded
     - 416 (58.2%) said yes
     - 360 (50.7%) said no
     - 68 (9.5%) said it doesn’t matter

2) Would you prefer just plusses to our present grading system.
   - 707 students responded
     - 417 (58.8%) said yes
     - 210 (29.7%) said no
     - 81 (11.4%) said it doesn’t matter

3) Mohawk Campus is approximately 100 acres of land on the Mohawk River. Is it owned by SUNY and has an estimated value of $500,000. If an on-campus recreational structure could be constructed with funds obtained from the sale of Mohawk Campus would you be in favor of such a move?
   - 727 students responded
     - 237 (35.4%) said yes
     - 379 (52.9%) said no
     - 81 (11.4%) said it doesn’t matter

Help!

To keep this paper coming out, help is needed. If you can help, as a proofreader, typist, writer, or perform any other useful function, come up to the S.A. office, or call John Lafayette at 7-4042.

March 18, 1976

Siegell Elected

Bob Siegel who was just elected to Central Council as a commuter was accidentally left off our list of Council members. His phone number is 434-0495.